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Hello All, 
 
I hope you had a pleasant end of year with family and loved ones.  It was good to see those that braved the heat at 
our end of year celebration in December last year.  A decent amount of money was raised from this event that will go 
towards funding for the year to come.  I would like to thank all those that donated items for the December meeting.  
The quality of items available at the auction was very appreciated. 
 
It is with sadness that we say goodbye to a fellow club member.  Dawn Donaldson passed away recently.  She was a 
long-time member of Bimer and other local clubs and a great supporter of our meetings and annual show.  She would 
always be sitting in the front row of our presentations taking in all things bonsai.  It was always lovely to chat to Dawn 
with her bright smile.  Our thoughts go to her son Craig and family at this sad time.   
 
Our next meeting will be on 6 February and we will be having committee reps from the local bonsai clubs to discuss 
what initiatives their clubs have planned for 2021.  They will also be presenting on a bonsai topic/tree of their choice 
so it will be a good session to see.   
 
The Bimer Market day is also coming up in February and looks to be a great event again.  The seller tables are filling 
fast so it looks to be a great sale day and I encourage all members to come and support this.  There will be some 
changes to how it is run due to COVID social distancing requirements, but the committee are working hard to make 
this event run as smoothly as possible.  If you are on Facebook, go to the Bimer page and follow the market day 
information that is being posted there regularly.  Thanks to Myra L for putting the content up. 
 
The 2021 calendar is also available (thank you Belinda K for your hard work on this).  If you didn’t pick one up at the 
December meeting, please see the committee at the front desk at the next meeting. 
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Out in the garden we have had some great rain (finally) along 
with some pleasant days and some scorchers.  Your trees and 
gardens should be green and growing well at this time of year.  
Remember to check for bugs and any wiring to make sure it 
isn’t cutting in during this fast growth period.  If you have 
anything flowering at the moment or a tree looking at its best, 
please send in a photo to the Bimer email and we will share it 
with the rest of the members. 
 
AG 

 

 

Vale Dawn Donaldson 

It is with much sadness that we announce the passing of our bonsai pal, 

Dawn. Dawn has been a very supportive and enthusiastic club member for 

many years. She loved the social aspect of the meetings and always claimed a 

seat front and centre for demonstrations. Dawn’s legendary skill at choosing 

winning raffle tickets will be missed by all members. I shall personally miss 

Dawn’s wonderful caramel and banana tart, always a special treat at the 

Christmas function. The club extends our deepest sympathy to Craig and 

Dawn’s family and friends. 

Bruce. 

 

 

CHRISTMAS MEETING 
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DECEMBER CALENDAR TREE – Japanese Black Pine - David G 
 

My Japanese Black Pine history starts when the previous owner 

(from the Sunshine Bonsai Club) bought this tree from a local 

bonsai nursery in 1998. A rock was placed underneath the roots 

to spread out the roots, and the tree was planted in a Styrofoam 

box. The pine was trimmed, candle pruned and wired for a 

number of years till 2004 where it was then put in a bonsai pot. 

 

I purchased the pine in 2008. From 

then I have maintained it and it has 

been put in a couple of different pots 

of the years. In 2017 the tree was 

selected it be shown at the AABC 

national convention in Brisbane. 
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FEBRUARY 6TH FIRST MEETING FOR 2021 

Come along to a 9.00am clinic and bring your trees you are entering into the show, or any of your trees that you 

need to work on or need some advice on. This is a great opportunity to make some tweaks to your trees to have 

them show ready by May. In the afternoon the SEQ clubs will be sending along a representative to let us know what 

they have planned in 2021 as well as each working on a tree. 

 

MARCH MEETING ALTERNATIVE VENUE 

Due to a booking conflict with the hall, our meeting on March 6th will be held at 23 Nundah Street, Nundah. Parking 

is in the train station car park with access via the rear door. Anyone requiring a disabled parking spot can park out 

the front. Bring along any of your trees that you would like some advice on for the show either in 2021 or to develop 

for future shows. Keith will make a PowerPoint presentation on all aspects of tree and the display. Practical advice 

will be freely given and we urge all members to bring their trees along. The success of the show is down to all 

members showing their trees. 

 

JANUARY CALENDAR TREE – Azalea – David C 

Some members will no doubt remember when Coles occupied the large city block cornering Adelaide, Edward and 

Queen Streets. 

You may also recall that at the time 

Coles operated quite a large plant 

section in that location.  This Azalea, 

along with a white flowering one, were 

purchased from there. 

So this Azalea must be a least 35 years 

old.  Knowing even less than I do now 

about Bonsai, I re-potted both of them 

into Bonsai pots almost immediately.  

Now, while the white one died many 

years ago, this one continues to delight 

every year when it never fails to 

produce a long flowering display which 

starts in late February. 

It was originally a twin trunk but one 

side completely died about ten years 

ago, probably succumbing to root rot. 

While it is really not much of a Bonsai 

even after all this time, it remains a 

sentimental favourite.      
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ASH BONSAI PROGRESSION – Keith S  

After some research as to the variety of Ash this is, I am pretty sure it is Fraxinus nigra Black Ash. The buds, bark and 

leaves fit the description. Happy to be corrected. 

 

23rd April 2018 
Purchased at the Bimer 
Bonsai Show and had brilliant 
trunk and very few branches 
 

 

25th May 2019 
Potted into a large oval pot 
and started to select and 
wire branches, letting them 
extend and cutting back 
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13th October 2020 
Really beefed out you can see 
some of the branches that I 
left to extend in order to 
thicken them.  

 

30th December 2020 
Trimmed back extended 
branches to allow the 
beginnings of the final 
structure. 
Trunk is amazing and the 
nabari has extended. 
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TRIALLING NATIVE MATERIAL AS BONSAI – by Rory Archer  

Recap on the Traffic Light System: 

  

 

So to give a heads up on the hardiness of each species I'm talking about, I've categorized them into 3 levels 
of sensitivity. 
 

Each species has a traffic light, indicating green, yellow or red. 
 

So after a few beers with your root cutters, you should easily know what to do. 
 

 
Green light 
 

This material is very hardy and tolerates most conditions. 
 

You can remove almost 60-70% of the roots for the first root work with little drama. 
You can happily remove about 70% of the foliage. 
 

You can be quite aggressive with the handling of the roots and very carefree. 
 

You shouldn't have any qualms about using the hose on a slightly stronger setting. 
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Yellow light 
 

This material is moderately sensitive. 
 

 

It may tolerate a 40-50% root reduction on the first repot.  But try to keep a lot of the fine roots on. 
It should tolerate a 40-50% reduction in foliage. 
 

Don't have the water hose on a strong setting in case it strips the roots, which can cause die-back on roots. 
You can usually tell if you've got the hose setting too strong, because the stripped area of the root starts to 
change colour from brownish to white. 
 

 
 

Red light.   
 

This material is a pain in the derrier. 
This material is very root sensitive.  So try to minimise root removal for the first repot to only the outer 
areas if you can. 
 

I recommend gently separating the roots, and removing nothing, or as little as possible. 
 

This way if it survives, you can simply reduce the outer roots each subsequent repot.  Because then you've 
already dealt with the inner tangled mess. 
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Generally, I’d assume you're going to lose ~50% of the stock that you start with. 
 

A good tip for this type of material is to untangle the roots, but still leave a few sections of large fine-root 
mass attached. 
Then you can position this extra attached root mass at the bottom of the pot to continue feeding the tree. 
 

This way you've worked apart the main root structure, but you've still got a long fine root mass attached to 
keep feeding the tree. 
 

Don't reduce more than about 20% of the foliage.   
Repot once a year or once every 2 years. 
 

Set your hose to a very soft spray to minimize any damage or stripping of the outer layer of each 
root.  Otherwise it can cause sections of the roots to die. 
 

Go slowly, and allow the roots to soak in and soften, which makes it easier to separate them. 
This is when you learn the REAL meaning of the word 'patience'. 
 

You need to be patient with the root separation.   
If you get impatient towards the end, and spray the roots hard with the hose to remove the last bit of soil 
thats hard to get at, you may kill it. 
If you 'pull' the roots apart instead of easing them apart, you may kill it. 
 

...And so with this type of material....'Sacrifice growth' must be used.   
So here's a Lepto to explain 'sacrifice growth'. 
 

TRIALLING NATIVE MATERIAL AS BONSAI – by Rory Archer – Part 6 

 

 

Banksia paludosa ‘little pal’ 
 

This is quite hardy.  It grows well in a medium draining mix, but tolerates a heavy mix too. 
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The leaves are nice and compact, and it has really nice colours on the base of new growth too, (reds and 
oranges) 
 

Don’t overpot these, or they’ll sulk a bit. 
 

Its very hardy with root reduction and foliage reduction.  It easily let me remove 60% of the roots. 
 

Again, being a dwarf, I would only use native slow release fertilizer, and wait about a month after repotting 
to apply it. 
 

 

 
 
Leptospermum scoparium PINK CASCADE 

 

This is the best scoparium for beginners. 
Apart from the initial rootwork, its not as difficult as people believe. 
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It tolerates most situations as long as you don't do a lot of removal in one go. 
Work at reducing them gradually over time. 
- For the initial rootwork, I don't recommend removing any roots.  Just separate the roots as best as you 
can. 
- I also recommend leaving a lot of foliage on them after root prunes, only reduce about 20-30% 
 

 

- They usually shoot back well on older wood. 
- Try to start with younger material, as the roots get more sensitive on older material. 
 

And don't get disheartened by starting with young material - they'll grow fast and they'll thicken quickly. 
 

Use a medium draining mix. 
But they can tolerate heavy mixes, and love water. 

 
 
Leptospermum scoparium BURGUNDY QUEEN 

 

This is the most visually stunning Leptospermum in flower. 
As you can see, even Mother nature agrees with me, so she put a halo above this one, for the photo. 
But it can be very, very difficult to grow: 
 

- I recommend to assume you're going to lose ~50% of your starting stock.  But don't let that scare you off. 
Those that do survive the initial repotting shock should be okay if you follow this advice going forward. 
 

It buds back on older wood very easily.  It tolerates wiring fairly well. 
It can be grown in all types of mix: heavy/medium/light, but medium is best. 
 

It can die-back significantly if you do any of the following: 
-Leave the material to dry out 
-Take off too much root 
-Or repot when night temperatures are below about 7 degrees. 
 

---- 
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If the root prune was too much of a shock, it usually drops all the foliage at the same time, which is not 
good.  But keep monitoring it for months, they can stay dormant for up to 2 or 3 months recovering 
sometimes. 
 

-If the root prune was light and done gently, it usually keeps all the leaves on. 
 

- And if the root prune was only slightly too much or a bit too rough, it usually dies back from the ends 
inwards. 
However, this is when you know it should eventually come good, as its slowly adjusting to the reduction of 
the roots. 
But if all the foliage drops off simultaneously, its a 50/50 guess if it survives. 
 

- And always leave 'sacrifice growth' on the material to keep it healthy after a cut-back. 
 

 
 
The flowers are spectacular. 
- The foliage is small (1 to 2cm) and has beautiful colour changes. 
 

- You usually get 2 flushes of these spectacular flowers, but the winter/spring flush is the most prolific.  The 
summer flush is usually quite sparse. 
 

- So at the first rootwork, don't remove ANY roots...just separate the roots as best you can.   
Then each year you can gradually reduce the roots a little each time.   
 

Only cut about 20-25% of the root mass and foliage each subsequent repot. 
 

Think of it like you're trying to reduce your bonsai collection;  
You can't simply lose half of your trees in one day. 
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Leptospermum 'flavescens cardwell' 
 

- I highly recommend this Lepto for beginners as starting material for bonsai. 
- This is the hardiest and easiest Leptospermum I've ever grown. 
- It grows very fast and is very, very hardy. 
- It tolerates heavy root removals and has no problem having most foliage removed. 
- It tolerates anything.  It prefers a medium to fast drainage, but still tolerates heavy mixes. 
 

- I've had them survive both drought and over-watering. 
- They will usually shoot from any cut, and often sprout from all over the trunk. 
- The small white single-petal flowers aren't anything special to look at but... 

 

 
 
It looks delightful when the tree is covered in these flower buds 
I find that most Leptospermums look best just before the flowers have actually opened... 
and you get those little pinkish balls developing all over the tree. 
 

It’s just lovely when the whole tree is covered in these. 
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Leptospermum brachyandrum. This is very hardy material. 
 

It tolerates a lot of root removal and foliage reduction. 
It tolerates all types of medium, but I find a medium to fast draining mix best. 
It even tolerates strong shade. 
 

From my experience it shoots anywhere from a cut and is good with back budding. 
The real feature of this tree is the trunk, as I find it somewhat resembles a crepe myrtle as it ages. 
 

*** 

NOTICE BOARD 

 

Bimer Bonsai Club Activities 

16th January 2021 Skills and Knowledge course (course participants only) 

6th February 2021 9.00 Workshop and Clinic/SEQ Clubs 5 trees 

7th February 2021 Market Day 

6th March 2021 Show Prep for your trees at Nundah (change of venue) 

20th – 21st March 2021 Bonsai Horizons 3 

28th March 2021 Redland’s Annual Show 

1-2 May 2021 Annual Show Mt Coot-tha 

Other Bonsai Related Activities 

TBA Pine Rivers Garden & Plant Fair 

TBA Bonsai Open – Central Coast Bonsai Club 

Local Bonsai Shows 

TBA Bonsai Society of QLD  

TBA Toowoomba Show 

TBA Sunshine Coast Show 

TBA Redlands Show 

TBA Gold Coast Tweed Show 
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